
 

Break Into Code: Coding ++ 
Thanks for giving our Brick Breaker tutorial a try - we know that you can make it better, and this guide can help 
point you to other info that can add more shininess and amazing bonus features! 

Coding might be intimidating sometimes, but if you try a little bit every day, you’ll discover that you can make 
almost anything you want in code. It’s really easy to experiment with programs like TouchDevelop – change a few 
numbers here and there, add some other code to try something new – and you’ll level-up in real life! 
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Understanding the basics of Brick Breaker 
To improve a thing, it’s useful to have a good understanding of the basics of that thing so you know the best spots 
to bend the rules.  Let's take a tour of the original Brick Breaker game code, so we can figure out what we can 
keep, throw away, or improve on.   

 
A full version of original Brick Breaker code that we made from the tutorial. 

main() – The star of the show 
 

main(), where it all begins. 

When you follow our TouchDevelop tutorial, function main() is added automatically, and you’ll always want to 
make sure that it’s present if you decide to make changes to your improved version of Brick Breaker. 
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function main() is a very common, and very essential part of many programs, since it’s used to say “hey, our 
interesting code starts here!”  Sometimes when you take a look at other programs, they have many different 
pieces, but they all get connected to the main() function eventually, since that’s where computers know where to 
start.  Since all of the Brick Breaker code is indented and wrapped inside curly braces (curly braces look like this: { 
}) after the function main(), that tells the computer that everything inside this is part of the main program.   

The Game Library – Full of fun features! 
TouchDevelop has the game library, and like a physical library, it holds a bunch of useful information that you 

can use over and over again.  When we add game to our TouchDevelop code, it opens up access to a bunch of 
useful code for making games that other experienced programmers made to help coders like us.  You can always 

read more about the different reusable code in game over at TouchDevelop, but in this writeup, we’ll just 
focus on the particular parts we use in Brick Breaker. 

var board – A place for everything 
Programs need lots of really specific instructions so they can do the fun stuff you want them to do, and that 
includes telling TouchDevelop, “we need a place to show all the parts of a game!”   

When we use game’s function called start, we create a Board, and then we give it the name, or variable (var), 
board (in lowercase).  We’ll need this to create everything else for Brick Breaker, so it’s important to make sure 
we’ve set up the board like this.   

There’s more things you can do with the board that you can read about on the TouchDevelop site, if you’re 
interested! 

var ball – Something bouncy for the board 

 
var ball basics: make a ball, put it on the board, and make it go! 

The objects that you see in the Brick Breaker game, like the ball, are called sprites.  In the code where we tell the 
board to create a small ellipse (circle), we are creating a new sprite and giving it the name, or variable (var) ball. 
We’re putting the ball in a certain position (pos) on the board, and then giving it a starting speed going 
horizontally and vertically – so in a diagonal direction. 

There’s lots you can change here, if you want to really make your version of Brick Breaker shine!  Instead of telling 

the board to make an ellipse sprite, use art!  We can use any picture we want to represent our ball sprite, and 
then shrink it to 20 pixels so that it fits the game properly.  Pictures that work best for the ball sprite tend to be 
circular and have transparent backgrounds (the gray-white checkerboard pattern behind them). 

 
A new version of the ball, using a moon, and shrunk down to the right size for Brick Breaker. 

Stepping through creating new Sprite art 
Adding custom art to your Brick Breaker game is easy with TouchDevelop, and you can follow these steps if you 
need help choosing new art for your ball. 
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1. Delete -> create ellipse(20,20), and then look for -> create picture (you might have to look under more to 
find it). 

 
Step 1: Remove the ellipse sprite, start creating a picture for the ball 

2. Select ->create picture and look for art. 

 
Step 2: create picture, get ready to choose art. 
 

3. Select art, and then use the search bar to type in the name of some picture you’d like for your Brick 
Breaker game. 

 
Step 3: Select art, and then search for something you like! 

4. Every piece of art can be different sizes, so we’ll use set width to make our ball fit the dimensions of Brick 
Breaker. 
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Step 4: Use -> set width(20) to make the ball fit the game board. 

var paddle – That’s a paddlin’ 

 
var paddle basics: make the paddle, put it on the board 

The paddle is another sprite like the ball and you can customize this with new art just like the ball!  Since they’re 
so similar, here’s some written steps: 

1. Remove the -> create rectangle(100,20) part after board, and then select create picture. 

2. Now select art, look for something long and thin, that sits sideways, preferably with a transparent 
background. 

3. Once you’ve picked something, add a new line and then put in: paddle->set width(100) (we want to have 
the same length as the original paddle). 

4. Keep paddle->set pos(board->width/2, board->height/1.1) as the last line of work on the paddle. 

var brickSet & var tempBrick – A heaping pile of bricks 

 
var brickSet & var tempBrick basics: setting up the board with bricks to break 

The original Brick Breaker tutorial code has two key parts for making bricks to break – the brickSet, and the 
individual bricks themselves, and each is a temporary brick called tempBrick. 

The first part of the code says: “hey board, as part of your world, you’re going to create a set of objects (a.k.a. 
sprites) that we’re going to call a brickSet” – the brickSet starts off empty, but your board is ready to put stuff in 
it. 

Now we’ve got some common coding things called ‘for loops’ that will repeat the lines of code we write inside 
them, based on the number we put in.   

We’ll start by looking at the ‘inner for loop’ that runs five times. This says: “hey board, in your world, create a 
rectangle that’s 50 pixels long and 15 pixels tall, and then call it tempBrick.  Now take that tempBrick we just 
made, and then add it to the brickSet we made earlier. Oh, and then that tempBrick we just made will show up at 
this particular horizontal, then vertical position (pos) on the board, depending on how far we are in these loops.”  
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So the first time the code runs, it makes a row of five bricks, then it makes a second row of five bricks, then a third 
row of five bricks, and finally a fourth row of five bricks – giving us 20 bricks total, and all of them are part of our 
brickSet. 

The joy of sets 
A set is a wonderful abstract data type (fancy phrase for ‘way of grouping data’ in programming), and the original 
Brick Breaker’s brickSet is a good example of how you can use sets to your advantage to do things like create 
multiple paddles, multiple balls, or group together other custom features like special power-up bricks or bonus 
point bricks! 

Let’s take a look at the game code that constantly updates the board and picks up on player interactions and see 
how we can take advantage of sets. 

 
Code that updates the game constantly, with focus on the brickSet sections 

When you combine a ‘for each loop’ with a set, magic happens! A for each loop says, “run all the code I’ve got on 
each and every single thing in the set.” In the original Brick Breaker code, this means that as the game is 
constantly running and updating, checking to see if each brick got overlapped by the ball, and if a particular brick 
was overlapped, change the speed of the ball, play a sound, remove the particular brick from the set and delete it, 
and then increase the player’s score by 100 points. 
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How useful is this you may ask? Think about creating a ‘power-up brick set’ that temporarily replaces your paddle 
with a super-long paddle, or adds other power ups? What about a ‘bonus-point brick set’ that creates golden 
bricks that give players mega-points when they break the brick?  Or a ‘tough brick set’ – bricks that take multiple 
hits before they actually break and disappear? 

And it doesn’t have to just be brickSets!  Maybe ballSets after getting a power-up to add another ball to the field, 
or paddleSets for extra paddles to control.  The possibilities are endless! 

When you’re coding up your own version of Brick Breaker, consider the power of sets and for each loops! 

Time->on every frame(perform) – Getting the latest and greatest 

 
time->on every frame(perform): with where(perform), provides constant updates that the game can respond to 

If you take a look at the original Brick Breaker code inside the time->on every frame(perform), it’s full of what are 
called ‘if/else statements’. These are known as conditional checks, as in, “hey, if we match this situation, then we 
do this code” or think of it like, “did we meet these conditions?”  

This is another essential section of code you’ll need to include in your version of Brick Breaker as well, since you’ll 
always want the game to check if someone is touching the screen, or if the ball is hitting something, or if you need 
to update the score, or anything else that you can think of that changes while playing the game.  You’ll probably 
want to retain most of the original code, but if you update it with additional types of sets, make sure to include 
the logic here too! 

Creativity includes, but is not limited to… 
If you understand the basic mechanics of the code that comes with the original Brick Breaker tutorial, you’re in 
good shape to try a variety of things that keep the essence of the game, while taking it to a whole new level of 
gameplay design! 

Play me a song, DJ Coder! 
One thing that Brick Breaker lacks is a good soundtrack, so try using art to find a good looping sound, and then 
try using time->run every(##,perform()) (put in the length of the sound loop in seconds for ##).  Play around with 
making a good background track with the available options in TouchDevelop. 

By the power of the Brick! 
Use a new type of sprite set (like brickSet) to create some power-up or bonus point bricks.  You can change all 
sorts of things when the ball touches these particular brick set’s bricks, just use your imagination and try 
experimenting with for each loops that check if the ball overlapped those bricks! 

Brick Breaker balls bouncing to and fro! 
Make the game more challenging and frantic with multiple balls, or super-fast balls that are triggered by player 
input or brick power-ups!  Or make things feel light and fluffy with balls that are slower and softer – easier to 
control, but maybe they need to hit bricks a few times before they can make the brick break? 
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Incoming! 
What if random objects fell from the sky that could stun the player’s paddle that they need to dodge while still 
keeping the ball in the air? Try using math->random to challenge players! 

Special effects! 
The ball, bricks, and paddle are all sprites, and TouchDevelop offers ways to animate those sprites with different 
effects.  What if a brick hit by the ball faded out of existence instead of just blinking out like in the original code?  
Try it out! 

Mistakes happen, but they can un-happen! 
TouchDevelop provides a great place to experiment with code, since it’s easy to ‘roll back’ (as we like to say in the 
coding world) to an earlier version of your game if you try some things that don’t quite work.  You can always 
undo and reverse mistakes when working on a script, but sometimes it can be hard to untangle all the changes 
made over time. 

If you end up trying some stuff and it doesn't work out very well, you can go to the particular script you are 
working on, and then find an earlier saved version of your code in history.  The lower numbers (0, 1, 2…) are the 
more recent saved backups, and they’ll say how old they are too.   

 
Need to go back to an earlier version of the game that works better?  Go to history and find an earlier one you like and then restore it! 

When you choose an earlier version, you’ll be offered a restore button, and you’ll see any differences between 
your current version and the older, earlier version you’re looking at. So if you want to switch back to that earlier 
version, you’ll lose changes you’ve made to your current version, but it’s a good way to go back to something you 
know that works better. 

 
Here’s an earlier version of our code, the current version has -300, and the older version has 300 (no minus). We can restore this if we want! 
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